Frittenden Memorial Hall - For
The toilets are horrible.
The chairs are uncomfortable
The back of the stage area is very dilapidated
Falls short of Health & Safety requirements
Hazard in Youth Club – as it cannot be closed off
Lack of secure storage for equipment
Lighting is vunerable to damage during activities – bare fluorescent strips
Heating it outdated.
Outside paved area at the back with large windows, looking onto one of the best
views in Kent, making the hall a more attractive future venue.

If a new hall is built, ensure that the maximum use of made of available space,
including exterior areas and that the hall and users can benefit from views.
No loop for hard of hearing
I am surprised that the Committee advocate using the existing site, because:
a) Great disruption during building
b) It’s debatable whether the existing site would be large enough to provide
parking in sufficient numbers to conform with modern guide lines

Outside space for children’s play area would be a bonus
By turning the hall by 90 degrees. The car park could be kept to the front of the
building.
A terrace with doors that open to the views across the field could be lovely and
make the most of the limited outdoor space.
Unfixed staging could keep the space a flexible as possible.
The ability to section off smaller areas i.e. kitchen/bar areas, or a smaller room
could mean that two activites could take place and less heating used.
Post Office or meeting could take place privately.
Lots of ideas – all very exciting. An attractive, well insulated building that is
flexible for different uses, would be a great asset to the village. I wish the project
well.
A new welcoming hall would add a great deal to the village – if it made use of the
beautiful views of the fields, it could be a real asset. An attractive, comfortable
hall could attract a lot of interest and revenue for its own maintenance. Possibly
attaching the shop could benefit both. A small room for Post Office/Consulting
room etc. or a part that could be petitioned off?

